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Your dog's tongue is a long, muscled, versatile organ that has many important functions.
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White Spots on Tongue White spots on tongue can be a harmless coating on the mouth, but they
can also be the sign of a more serious condition such as oral cancer.
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which generally appears in the mouth or throat. Canker sores are bacterial infections and not
contagious.
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A sore throat hurts when your TEEN swallows, and can feel dry and scratchy. “Dr. Mom” might
also be able to appreciate swollen glands on the sides of the neck. Strep Throat. Strep throat is a
contagious bacterial condition that causes white spots in the throat. This painful condition can
cause swollen tonsils with.
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Feb 13, 2007. … and on the left side of the roof of my mouth I had a lump or a swollen spot or. . A
tiny white bump formed in the middle of a red awollen area. Sep 23, 2013. When the roof of

mouth hurts, the palate has been irritated. Find out what. If white patches appear on your tongue
or palate. If you have other . Results 1 - 136 of 136. Sore tongue, White patches inside mouth,
White patches on tongue · Spots on throat, Spots on tonsils, Swollen tonsils, White patches .
White Spots on Tongue White spots on tongue can be a harmless coating on the mouth, but they
can also be the sign of a more serious condition such as oral cancer.
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